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ON VACATION

The honeymooners 
After their wedding in August, Tara and Chris Wilkie of Lexington   
vacationed in Montego Bay, Jamaica.

PHOTO PROVIDED

Take us along
Like to travel? Want to 

be in the paper? Do we have 
a deal for you. We want to 
see you on your vacation — 
 holding a Herald- Leader. Send 
us the picture and tell us 
where you are and when you 
were there. You must include 
your name,  address and a 
daytime phone  number. We 
prefer to receive your photo 
by email. Send original photo  
to  vacationphotos@ 
herald-leader.com. It should 
be in JPG format, at least 
300 dpi and at the largest file 
size possible (usually about 
1 MB).

A photograph is published 
most every Sunday in the 
newspaper.

Photographs cannot be 
returned, and publication is 
not  guaranteed.

Show of hands: How many of you had Made in Jersey at the top of your TV death 

pool? If you did, give yourself a hearty round of applause. 

A couple of weeks ago, the legal drama starring Janet Montgomery became 

the first new-show casualty of the fall TV season. CBS pulled the plug after only 

two dismally rated episodes. At least Made in Jersey has some company in the TV 

graveyard. NBC recently put the sitcom Animal Practice out of its misery, giving the 

folks at PETA something to celebrate. Meanwhile, several other shows teeter on the 

brink of extinction. With that in mind, we figured it was a good time to look over the 

fall crop and provide a status report: 

ABC 
ABC came into the fall with the best overall 

 collection of new shows. Unfortunately, the network 
isn’t being fully rewarded for its creative ambition. 

Last Resort, the turbocharged submarine drama, 
is struggling to stay afloat. In addition, the spooky 
666 Park Avenue has failed to scare up enough 
 viewers, and after a solid opening, country-music 
drama Nashville saw its ratings go south. 

Nashville was the season’s best-reviewed series, 
and it drew a very respectable 9 million viewers to its 
debut audience. But by its second episode, it took a 
precipitous drop to 6.8 million. Not a good sign. 

The good news for Last Resort is that, after a 
few weeks of ratings declines, it experienced a slight 
bump. It also has generated solid DVR numbers — a 
statistic that is gaining more significance as more of 
us refuse to be slaves to prime-time schedules. 

On the comedy front, the alien invasion show The 
Neighbors is drawing only a little more than 6 million 
viewers a week, but it’s doing OK in its time slot. 
Meanwhile, Reba McEntire’s sitcom Malibu Country 
doesn’t debut until Nov. 2. 

CBS
OK, so Made in Jersey wasn’t made to last, but 

CBS can take heart in the fact that Elementary, its 
Sherlock Holmes update, is the highest-rated new 
drama of the season, with an average of more than 
14 million viewers. Once again, CBS finds yet another 
twist on a crime procedural, and it pays off. 

The network also hit the jackpot with Vegas, sort 
of. The retro drama debuted with a robust  audience 
of 14.7 million. Unfortunately, it’s a very “old” 
 audience, something that advertisers don’t exactly 
crave. Still, Vegas and Elementary were rewarded 
with full-season orders last week. 

The news isn’t so bright for Partners. CBS’ lone 
sitcom is the victim of a double whammy: bad 
reviews and bad ratings. It looks like a sure goner. 

FOX
It’s the usual fall story for Fox: A thorough 

scouting report on the network is tough to ascertain 
because postseason baseball tends to play havoc 
with the schedule — just ask fans of The X Factor. 

What we do know is that The Mob Doctor does 
not appear to have a healthy future. The dread-

ful drama was thrashed by critics and is drawing 
 mediocre ratings — less than 4 million viewers a 
week. Our diagnosis? The Doctor is out. 

Meanwhile, The Mindy Project and Ben & Kate, 
both well-reviewed sitcoms, have been given full-
season orders by Fox. They were rewarded, despite 
less-than-stellar ratings — both shows are drawing 
less than 4 million viewers per episode. Mindy, 
in fact, received a larger-than-normal order of 24 
episodes. Fox obviously thinks it has something to 
build on here. 

NBC
NBC isn’t dead yet. Coming into the season, the 

beleaguered network was sorely in need of a hit, and 
it struck gold with its lights-out drama, Revolution. 
We have to admit that this one caught us by surprise: 
Not only was the Revolution pilot lame, we were 
convinced that viewers were fed up with fantastical, 
mythology-laden serials. 

But the show has improved and is luring more 
than 10 million viewers a week (before supplemental 
DVR numbers). It’s a true success story. 

NBC has given full-season orders to Revolution, 
along with a couple of sitcoms, The New Normal and 
Go On. Other series aren’t doing quite as well: As 
 previously noted, Animal Practice has been put down, 
and Guys With Kids looks like a dead show walking. 

Meanwhile, the Dick Wolf drama Chicago Fire is 
still early in its run, but the outlook isn’t encouraging. 
Fire opened with 6.6 million viewers, then slipped to 
5.9 million the next week. 

THE CW 
Here’s how weird TV is: The aforementioned Made 

in Jersey draws 5.8 million viewers on CBS (in its 
second week) and is considered a pathetic failure. 
But the superhero drama Arrow pulls in 4 million on 
The CW and is hailed as a breakout hit. 

That’s right, Arrow, with hunky star Stephen 
Amell, drew the biggest debut audience in three 
years for The CW, where the Nielsen bar isn’t so high. 
Last week, Arrow was rewarded with a full-season 
order. 

The CW’s other new dramas, Beauty and the 
Beast and Emily Owens M.D., aren’t quite as lucky. 
They’ve both generated only so-so ratings, and 
though the network ordered new scripts last week, 
we can see the vultures circling.

FALL TV’S HITS 
AND MISSES

By Chuck Barney, Contra Costa Times

Elementary, the highest-rated new drama of the season, stars Jonny Lee Miller as Sherlock 
 Holmes and Lucy Liu as Dr. Joan Watson. CBS has ordered a full season of the series.  
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Call Now Before This 
Deal Ends.

299-3596
accentwindowsanddoors.com

A N N I V E R S A R Y  S A L E
Buy 3

Windows
Get 1

FREE

Buy 3
Windows

Get 1
FREE

12 MONTHS NO INTEREST+
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ROBERT C. MAY PHOTOGRAPHY ENDOWMENT LECTURE SERIES

DA V I D H I L L I A R D

Friday, November 2, 2012, 4 pm
Worsham Theater (UK Student Center)

FREE
An exhibition of Hilliard photographs is on view at the Art Museum through November 11, 2012

DAVID HILLIARD, Mary Remembering, 2008, c-print, courtesy of the artist and Carroll & Sons, Boston

aspendental.com
This offer ends soon!

Payments
as low as

$25
permonth
when you use your

CareCredit credit card

20%
OFF

Dentistry and
SelectDentures

$180 Savings
Can not be combinedwith insurance.
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EXAM
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ASHLAND
500 Winchester Ave.

(606) 324-0800

FRANKFORT
101 Jett Blvd.

(502) 871-3525

LEXINGTON
3695 Nicholasville Road

(859) 272-0130
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HOT SPOT

Cruise Line Direct Pricing
PLUS Personal Service

Sue Buckman
Your Independent Cruise

502-352-1351 / 877-422-7893
www.cruiseone.com/sbuckman

Open 7 Days & Evenings

MOTOR HOME RENTALS
TRAVEL TRAILERS

Available for yournext vacation!
Lauren Ewing at 859-231-3435

Northside RV’s
1630North Broadway,

Lexington, Ky. Call to Reserve
Yours Today

www.northsidervs.com
(859) 299-8386

KENTUCKY
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